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cism of neocolonialism. They ask why were the bones of the men who died with
Custer buried with honor while the Indians who died at the Little Big Horn were ship-
ped off to museums? As one Ojibwe scholar, a professor at one of the California uni-
versities and author of several books, writes “There is, to be sure, a color and culture
variance in the collection of tribal bones; white bones are reburied, tribal bones are
studied in racists institutions. The bone robber barons, as some archeologist would be
apprehended, are academic neocolonialists and racial technocrats who now seem to

posture as liberal humanists...?

By the 1970's, Indians increasingly began to object to archaeological investigations
as immoral and fueling the international market for Indian artifacts. They wrote of the
“vulture culture” as articles appeared such as the one one entitled “How to Make a

Dollar on Indian Graves”. There certainly was some truth in this last as looters found

great profits in digging for and selling Indian bones and artifacts. Indians watched as
amateur archaeologist, looters, and grave robbers dug up burial sites leaving them
looking like combat zones with broken pots and scattered bones.* When pots and
other artifacts of museum quality can fetch prices between $10000 and $30000 in
Europe, Japan, and the Middle East, there is high motivation. They have no fear of the
authorities and of the weak laws protecting Indian remains and artifacts. The low fines
of a few hundred dollars if caught are considered merely operating expenses. As one
observer remarked, “these pot hunters are a hard lot, and there’s a real macho element

attached to it. They have grown up on the land and they resent bureaucrats coming in
and interfering in their affairs. To them it’s not a crime, it’s a way of life.” In their quest
for buried treasure, pot hunters “have developed elaborate schemes of eluding the
authorities. They use hit and run tactics, and they work under the cover of night with
two-way radios, scanners, and lookouts. In a very real sense, they fight a guerilla war.”
They even carry guns. Others use bulldozers.

Indians are both enraged and frustrated as looters strike even within the Pueblos,
or villages, and steal religious shrines that avid dealers in Santa Fe and collectors
quickly purchase. According to a Southwest lawyer who has observed the situation for
several years, “itis a very sophisticated market.” It is not just pottery they are buying
up but “Plains Indian artifacts, eagle feathers, and other illegal things. About half those
coming to San Juan County [one of the major areas for looting] are from Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland. They’ll pay from $1000 to $2000 more for an item than a

knowledgeable trader.”®
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